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“Thank you, Joe. I very much enjoyed the class last week and you are a “one-of-a-kind” when it
comes to teaching the content. That was a very enjoyable part of class time as well. I started
as a skeptic and left enthused and energized to begin using SCRUM in our development.”
Paul | CSPO | Charlotte

“Your Training Style – First ever best experience. I will pass it on.”
Mangala | Toronto

“Thanks for the past 2 days. The course was valuable and the company enjoyable!”
Fabio | Montreal

“Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Got nothing but GREAT feedback from everyone. Cheers!”
Sponsor's reaction | Charlotte | Exec workshop, CMS course & Agile Release Planning workshop

“Thanks Joe for sharing your knowledge.”
Kathryn

“Just wanted to say again that the course was transformative and delightfully humorous.
Already got some unanticipated queries from my boss and he wants me to put together a brief
on how SCRUM applies to and could benefit our re-platforming efforts! Thanks again and best
wishes as you tour the country spreading the agile gospel!”
Scott

“Hope all is well. I attended one of your CSM seminars in Toronto last summer. Thoroughly
enjoyed the course and would love to connect.”
Chris Chae

“Took your CSM class last December and immediately passed the exam, loved it!”
Rosa

“Great energy, relevant exercises, real work on the day 3 workshop, relevant to my back
log/release.”
Anna | In-House Training

“One question wrong L but I’ll take the 97.1%. Thanks for the teachings, Joe!”
Angela | Toronto

“Just a quick note of thanks for sharing your knowledge during last month's CSM course in
Charlotte, NC. I really enjoyed the course and your delivery/style of presenting the material.
I have incorporated some of your recommendations on how to move teams to an Agile way of
thinking and so far, so good!”
Kathryn | CSM

“Thanks Joe for the great 3 days.” ***NO NAME***

“Thanks for the great CSM class this week in Charlotte. I appreciated the learning atmosphere
you created and the opportunity to hear from so many different voices.
I took and passed my CSM test this morning. The test met my expectations based on the
information you provided.”
Jesse | Charlotte

“I attended your fabulous session of CSM Training. Thanks again!”
Mihai | CSM Training | Bucharest

“Thank you for sharing your expertise on the Scrum fundamentals. I liked the real life examples
which kept the class highly engaged and actively learning.” **NO NAME*

“The third day workshop gave me a huge understanding of Scrum.”
Will | Charlotte

“Joe drew upon his experiences in Industry not "book speak." Gave me ideas to be successful at
work with implementing Scrum.”
Chris | Charlotte

"10/10 (would recommend to a friend) assuming the participant already has experience with
Scrum and has already faced the challenges associated with scaling."
Marc

“Thanks Joe, my team got a lot out of the class!”
Chase | ARP Workshop | Charlotte

“Thank you for the free copy and thanks again for an engaging, entertaining session last
Thursday.”
Mike | ARP Workshop | Charlotte

“Thank you again for a great class.”
Maria | CSM+WS | Charleston

“Wonderful class, Joe! Thank you!”
Ginny | CSM Charleston

“Joe Little really knows his stuff. He anticipated my questions well before I knew them. Just
tremendous credibility with this guy.”
John | In-House CSPO

“Just wanted to say thanks again for a great class and for staying late Tuesday night to go over
other agile and scrum topics. I really got a lot out of the course - especially around agile release
planning and (suprisingly) impediment list building. Impediments get a lot of lip service, but
typically not the attention that you give to the topic. Great stuff!”
Ryan | CSM | Charlotte

“The class was very informative and you kept the team engaged. Great job.”
Paul | CSM+WS | Charlotte

“Thanks for a very informative and fun class last week.”
Silvina | In-House Training | Detroit

“Just wanted to let you know that I thoroughly enjoyed your class on Scrum over the weekend.”
Girija | In-House Training | Detroit

"Thanks so much for all of your help and for teaching a great course!" **NO NAME**

